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AM I PERFORMING ADEQUATE DUE DILIGENCE FOR THIS COMMERCIAL/
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY?

By: Chemmie Sokolic, Director of Due Diligence Services, Whitman                                     November 30, 2018

“I’m buying a commercial/industrial property; I need a Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (Phase I ESA)” or “I’m leasing a commercial/
industrial property; I don’t need to worry about performing any due diligence because I’m not purchasing the property”.  

I hear statements like these all the time.  But is a Phase I ESA all you need, or is that too much?  How much time do you 
have to perform your due diligence?  How much money are you willing to spend?  How much risk and potential liability 
are you willing to accept?  These are all questions that you might want to consider as you proceed with your real estate 
transaction. 

As I’ve discussed in an earlier article, when performing due diligence to obtain innocent purchase protection in New 
Jersey, one needs to perform both an ASTM Phase I ESA and a Preliminary Assessment (PA).  But is that really all you 
need as far as your due diligence is concerned?  While a Phase I ESA or PA report helps provide protections against 
certain environmental liabilities, risks, and concerns - specifically, the federal Comprehensive Environmental Response, 
Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) or the New Jersey Spill Act, respectively - they don’t protect against all liabilities, 
risks, and concerns.  For example, these assessments typically don’t include an evaluation for the presence of wetlands, 
asbestos, lead-based paint, or radon.  Nor do they include an evaluation of the building’s structural or mechanical 
condition, an evaluation of the building’s energy use or waste management efficiency, or whether the facility operations 
are in current compliance with applicable state or federal regulations and requirements.

It’s important to know which assessments you need, if any, because not all these due diligence concerns are necessarily 
your due diligence concerns.  If you’re only planning on leasing a facility, you may not be interested in determining the 
structural or mechanical integrity of the building envelope, since that would likely be the responsibility of the landlord.  
Or, if you’re involved in litigation regarding the site, you may require a review of the historical conditions and regulatory 
status of the facility, but not necessarily need a comprehensive review of the current condition of the property.  Perhaps 
you only need a limited scope of work now, such as a simple “desktop review”, or a Phase I ESA for refinancing purposes, 
but you also plan on expanding the facility in the future; in this case, you may need to know if there are any restrictions to 
building construction, such as the presence of wetlands or engineering limitations at the site.  It all depends on what you 
plan on doing at the site, both now and in the future. 

So how do you know if you’re paying too much for a due diligence assessment you don’t necessarily need, or not performing 
enough due diligence to give you the protection you need and the comfort and peace of mind you expect?  

Answer: Find a consultant whom you trust, and who specializes in environmental, engineering, and land use due diligence.  
Your consultant should be your advocate.  Ask questions of your consultant, and expect your consultant to ask questions 
of you and what your current and future plans are for the property.  If you don’t feel comfortable or understand the 
answers, it may be best to discuss the matter further with other consultants to ensure you’ve made the best choice for 
your particular needs.   
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Here at Whitman, we have extensive experience in real estate due diligence.  We work on many different types of projects 
with all types of clients, including individuals and corporations who want to buy a property, investors who want to sell their 
properties, banks that are overseeing a property refinance, companies that want to expand their operations, facilities 
that want to assess the efficiency and compliance of their current operations, businesses that want to rent a leasehold, 
attorneys who require historical information regarding former site operations, and the list goes on.

More than anything, we take pride in our commitment and dedication to our clients’ best interests, and enjoy finding 
creative solutions for our clients’ challenges.  We look forward to helping you attain and then surpass your business goals. 

To help you ascertain what level and amount of due diligence you may require, Whitman has designed a simple “cheat 
sheet” that summarizes many of our due diligence services, and when you might consider utilizing them. 

If you have any questions regarding real estate due diligence, would like a copy of the due diligence cheat sheet, or would 
like a quote for any of Whitman’s wide selection of due diligence services, please contact Chemmie Sokolic, Whitman’s 
Director of Due Diligence Services, at 732-390-5858 or csokolic@whitmanco.com.
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